
BRITISH COLUMBIA POST-SECONDARY MUSIC FORUM 
Annual Meeting 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Langley Campus 
8 May 2009 

 
Draft Minutes 

 
In Attendance: 
George (Geordie) Roberts    Capilano University 
Grace McNab  
Wendy Grant (morning only) 
John Glofcheskie, Chair, BCPSMF   Douglas College 
Bob Caldwell 
Joy Ollen  
Zdenek Skoumal (morning only)    Kwantlen Polytechnic University 
Elizabeth Lamberton (recorder)  
Don MacDonald     Selkirk College 
Jon Thompson (morning only)    Trinity Western University  
Richard Kurth      University of British Columbia 
David Branter      Vancouver Community College 
Patrick Carpenter     Vancouver Island University 
 
Regrets: 
Camosun College — written report distributed by Wendy Grant 
University of Victoria — report to follow [circulated by email] 
 
 
1. Welcoming Remarks 

 
Rob Fleming, Associate Vice-President, Learning/Academic Services, welcomed the Forum to 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University. 

 
2.      Participants  
 

2.1   Introductions of those present 
 
2.2   Regrets from absentees  
John Glofcheskie noted that regrets had been sent by John Roeder (UBC), Mary Byrne (Camosun), 
and Gerald King (UVic).  John Roeder, BCCAT System Liaison Person, had stated that there was 
nothing to report from BCCAT.  Simon Fraser University and Vancouver Academy of Music were 
invited to attend but had sent no reply.   

 
3.       Agenda 

 
3.1  Additions or modifications to draft agenda 
The following corrections were requested by the Chair: 

Renumber:  8.1 and 8.2 to 7.1 and 7.2 
The Chair explained that item 6 provided a thematic approach to the verbal institutional reports by 
proposing that representatives speak to nine program- and transfer-related topics as they affect their 
individual institutions.  Reports from member institutions would still be available in written form.  
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This thematic approach would be a major change in the presentation of the verbal reports.  Both 
Grace McNab and Don MacDonald expressed enthusiastic support for the new approach. 

 
3.2  Approval of the amended agenda  
Motion:  that the corrected agenda be approved.   
Moved by David Branter; seconded by Grace McNab.  CARRIED.  

  
 
4.     Minutes of the BCPSMF meeting at UBC on May 2, 2008 

 
4.1  Corrections and/or amendments :   
• Item 12iii (Malaspina report by Patrick Carpenter):  Add “special project, and graduating recital” 

to sentence referring to the first graduates of the B.Mus. Jazz Studies program. 
• Item 12viii (Capilano Jazz Program report by Grace McNab):  “attrition” should be replaced by 

“first-year intake,” and “two full-time positions” should read “one full-time and one half-time 
position.”  

 
4.2  Approval of the 2008 minutes 
Motion:  that the amended minutes be adopted.   
Moved by Grace McNab; seconded by Jon Thompson.  CARRIED.  
   

4.3  Business arising from the minutes  
John Glofcheskie called for any business arising from the minutes to be added to the agenda. 

 
   
5.     Chair’s Report (BCCAT and related information) 
 

5.1  2009 Meeting of Articulation Committee Chairs and System Liaison Persons 
The annual meeting (usually held in February) will take place November 6 at RiverRock Casino in 
Richmond. 

  
5.2  Review of the Terms of Reference for Articulation Committees, and of the Roles and 
Responsibilities of Individual Committee Members (handout) 
 
John Glofcheskie highlighted useful information on the role of articulation committees, as outlined in 
BCCAT’s Articulation Committee Companion: 

• Section 4.2, “Goals of Articulation Committees”:  (3) “To exchange information about . . . 
textbooks and learning materials.”  To this end, the afternoon session of the Forum would be 
devoted to an open discussion of online resources for teaching music. 

• Section 5.3, “Roles and Responsibilities of Individual Committee Members”:  these include 
distributing the agenda “to colleagues and relevant administrators.”  John Glofcheskie urged 
participants to make the Articulation Committee a more active part of their departments. 

  
5.3  Implementing a one-year time limit for pending articulation requests (handout) 
 
The Forum was advised that, according to the BCCAT website, “a very large backlog of pending 
articulation requests has accumulated,” and consequently “BCCAT will be implementing a 1-year 
time limit on articulation requests starting in May, 2009.”  This means that all new articulation 
requests submitted to BCCAT “will be given an expiry date of 1 year from the date of submission.”  
Furthermore, “receiving institutions will have until the end of the summer to respond to articulation 
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requests that are currently 1 year old or more.”  An accompanying handout showed a long list of 
music courses pending articulation as of May 5, 2009.  John Glofcheskie encouraged institutions 
whose courses would soon be dropped from BCCAT’s list to take a pro-active approach by sending a 
request for articulation to the Transfer Credit Contact at their institution (names and contact 
information for the TCCs of the member institutions were listed in a handout).  In addition, they 
should, if necessary, contact the receiving institutions for help in establishing credit.  If courses were 
dropped from the list, institutions should re-submit the same documentation. 
  
Jon Thompson pointed out that most of the unarticulated courses on the list have no course equivalent 
at other institutions.  He suggested that these courses be deleted.  Dave Branter suggested a similar 
correction to the first page from the BCCAT website:  the reference to “no matching programs” 
should read “no matching courses or programs.”  Pat Carpenter mentioned that personal contact had 
been significant in expediting the process of establishing transfer credit for courses from VIU. 

  
5.4  Inclusion of Alberta Institutions in the BC Transfer System (handout) 
 
BCCAT has passed a policy whereby the BC Transfer System would be expanded to include Alberta 
post-secondary institutions.  The policy will be implemented in September 2009 or when the Alberta 
Council passes the policy, whichever comes first.  John Glofcheskie noted that BCCAT “may 
consider at a later date . . . expanding the policy to include institutions from other Canadian provinces 
and territories.”  He has already mentioned this matter to the head of the Canadian University Music 
Society, who is from Lethbridge.  Several participants expressed support for the idea, since many of 
our students have had trouble transferring to institutions in the East.  John Glofcheskie asked the 
Forum if they would favour the inclusion of a representative from Alberta at the 2010 meeting.  In the 
discussion that ensued, various advantages and disadvantages of formalizing transfer relations with 
post-secondary institutions outside BC were discussed [see discussion below].  John Glofcheskie 
concluded that the course-by-course method seems to work, but perhaps we need to develop greater 
liaison with eastern institutions and raise the profile of the BCPSMF.  He will pursue a connection 
with the Canadian University Music Society, and will give a report at the next meeting of the Forum. 

  
******************************************************************************************* 

 
Other details of the discussion: 
 
Richard Kurth:  Is the demand for formalizing transfer relationships great enough?   Formalizing relationships can 
create bureaucratic obstacles; there are advantages to an informal situation where students and their mentors argue 
for articulation and credits.     
 
Wendy Grant:  Students going to Alberta don’t have much trouble, but they do have trouble going East.  
Formalizing our relations with Alberta would be a step toward formalizing relations with the East.  Capilano has had 
trouble getting its jazz degree recognized in the East by students applying to enter master’s programs. 
 
Grace McNab:  There has been some positive movement.  The government has told Ontario institutions that they 
have to look at applicants individually, and can’t use membership in the AUCC as a screening device. 
 
Jon Thompson:  Formalizing transfer relations with the East would create a lot of work for a relatively small amount 
of credit. 
 
Grace McNab:  Capilano has been pursuing accreditation through the Pacific Northwest . . . [???] to get articulation 
with American post-secondary institutions.  It’s better to get credibility through another body.  She would be 
inclined to wait until this comes through. 
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Wendy Grant:   Maybe such accreditation is more helpful to international students, who thus would know they were 
going to a well-recognized institution. 
 
Don MacDonald:  Selkirk’s transfer arrangement with the Berklee College of Music in Boston was created about 20 
years ago, and has worked well. 
 
Grace McNab:  Course-by-course transfer works well. 
 
******************************************************************************************** 

 
5.5  Instructor Qualifications for Transferable Courses (handout) 
A situation that arose this past year raised the question of whether or not a course is still transferable 
if it is not taught by a subject area specialist.  John Glofcheskie pointed out that this question has been 
already been addressed by BCCAT, and he read excerpts from BCCAT’s Position Statement on 
Instructor Qualifications for Transferable Courses. He called attention in particular to the fact that 
providing information on instructor qualifications is now specified in the Principles and Guidelines 
for Transfer. 
  
5.6  Block Transfer and the Music Pre-Major Transfer Agreement (handout)  
John Glofcheskie called attention to some points in BCCAT’s Guidelines for Block Transfer 
Agreements, thus introducing for discussion some of the issues that have arisen concerning block 
transfer (such as the use of smaller blocks for transfer, and whether or not such blocks must have the 
same number of credits at both sending and receiving institutions [see discussion below]).  He asked 
the Forum whether they wished to discuss these issues during the meeting, or set up a subcommittee 
to look again at the Pre-Major Transfer Agreement with the aim of making it more inclusive.  
 

 
Discussion: 
 
Richard Kurth:  Each institution can divide the credits as it sees fit (e.g., 2+2 or 3+1 for theory and aural 
musicianship), as long as the program accomplished the same things in two years.  That’s an advantage of block 
transfer.  Problems for transfer occur before a block is completed.   He would support a reexamination of the 
agreement. 
 
David Branter:  Block transfer will work if the 46 credits are achieved at a certain level. 
 
Grace McNab:  Small chunks have worked in different subject areas.  This has been confirmed by various tests.  
Block transfer is a good conceptual tool, but can’t automatically be done; the receiving institution still has to check 
the student’s proficiency. 
 

****************************************************************************************** 
 
After a brief discussion of the advantages and shortcomings of block transfer [see above], John 
Glofcheskie suggested that a committee be struck to examine the Pre-Major Transfer Agreement.  
  
Motion:  that a committee of open membership be struck to examine all aspects of block 
transfer, including the various sub-areas and the lateral aspects of two-year block transfer. 
Moved by Patrick Carpenter; seconded by David Branter. 
  
Further discussion of the duties and conditions of the committee ensued before a vote on the motion 
was called.  Should the committee simply gather and report on present practices?  Should a 
subcommittee make recommendations regarding means of supplemental verification in each subject 
area?  Should the matter of cross-border transfer be studied?   
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At length a vote was called: 10 in favour; 1 abstention.  CARRIED.  
 
The following representatives volunteered to serve on the committee:  Patrick Carpenter (VIU), 
David Branter (VCC), and John Glofcheskie (Douglas College); Darren Mahe (Selkirk) was 
volunteered in absentia by Don MacDonald. 

 
LUNCH BREAK (12:15 – 1 p.m.) 

 
Lunch provided by Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

 
Textbook publisher’s display provided by  

Pearson Higher Education (Carmen Batsford) 
W.W. Norton and Company (Shawna Delgaty) 

 
5.6  Block Transfer and the Music Pre-Major Transfer Agreement (continued)  
 
Further discussion [see below] ensued as those present tried to articulate the issues to be examined by 
the committee, and a second motion was ultimately put forward to complement the first motion. 
  
Motion:  that a Chair for the committee be chosen, and that the first business of the committee 
be to determine how the current block transfer is working or not working, and that all member 
institutions provide information to the Chair on how the agreement is working, as well as any 
changes to course numbering. 
Moved by Richard Kurth; seconded by Wendy Grant.  CARRIED unanimously.  

   
******************************************************************************************* 

 
Discussion: 
 
Richard Kurth:  The issues are not yet articulated.  Much of the work has already been done.   
 
David Branter:  My concern is mainly with the sending institutions.  But internal discussion is important. 
 
Richard Kurth:  The committee needs to consider what the receiving institutions are looking for and why.  At UBC, 
there are ensembles and this necessitates filling “quotas” of certain instruments.  For UBC, the agreement is a 
bureaucratic aid to bring in students. 
 
Geordie Roberts:  Is block transfer aiding or abetting the process of transfer?  The committee needs to develop 
frames of reference. 
 
Grace McNab:  Perhaps we need a meeting before—a committee-at-large? 
 
Richard Kurth:  Any interested party can provide a list of questions to be addressed by the committee. 
 
John Glofcheskie:  The committee could request information on problems of transfer from all member institutions. 
 

******************************************************************************************* 
 

Richard Kurth again emphasized the need for choosing a Chair for the committee.  He also 
volunteered in absentia his colleague John Roeder (Associate Director, UBC School of Music) to 
serve as a committee member, since John Roeder had represented UBC on the committee that had 
created the Pre-Major Transfer Agreement. 
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5.7   Province-Wide Survey of Music Course Offerings (2004 handout) 
This comparative list of academic and applied music courses offered by member institutions was 
presented in handout form but not discussed.  Some participants updated the list during the meeting. 

 
  
John Glofcheskie suggested that agenda items 6 and 7 be temporarily postponed, so that the publisher’s 
representatives could each give a brief presentation pertinent to agenda item 9.    
   
 
9.    Online Resources for teaching Music 

 
Shawna Delgaty (representing W. W. Norton) and Carmen Batsford (representing Pearson) gave short 
introductions to online resources for music textbooks.  Carmen Batsford agreed to email members of 
the Forum a temporary password that would enable them to access two of Pearson’s online resources:   
MyMusicLab and MyJazz.  

  
 
John Glofcheskie suggested that agenda item 7 be discussed before item 6, as a courtesy to those representatives 
who had to leave the afternoon session early. 
 
  
7.    Arrangements for 2010 meeting 

 
Grace McNab and Geordie  Roberts (Capilano University) offered to jointly host the next meeting of 
the Forum on Friday, 7 May 2010, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.  Interested persons should also set aside 
Thursday, May 6, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., in case an extra day is needed to discuss block transfer, 
pending the recommendations of the committee struck at today’s meeting.   

 
  
6.    Reports from Member Institutions   

 
A brief report was given by a representative from each member institution present regarding activities 
and developments during the 2008-2009 academic year.  Representatives took the thematic approach 
outlined in the agenda.  The following reports were presented: 
 
Capilano University (Jazz Program):  presented by Grace McNab (oral report only) 
Douglas College:  Presented by Bob Caldwell (written report handed out), with Joy Ollen reporting  
 on forthcoming changes to the teaching of aural skills  
Vancouver Community College:  presented by David Branter (written report handed out) 
The University of British Columbia:  presented by Richard Kurth (oral report; full written report to 

follow; written report on transfer statistics, 1998-2009, handed out on behalf of John Roeder) 
Selkirk College:  presented by Don MacDonald (oral report; excerpts from Selkirk Calendar and  
 sample final exams in harmony and rhythm skills handed out)  
Capilano College (UT Program):  presented by Geordie Roberts (written report handed out)    
Vancouver Island University:   presented by Patrick Carpenter (written report handed out) 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University:  presented by Zdenek Skoumal (written report handed out) 
Trinity Western University:  presented by Jon Thompson (oral report only) 
Camosun College:  written report from Mary Byrne handed out 

 
The main points follow. 
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6.1  Student application, enrolment and attrition numbers in specific programs 
 

Capilano University (Jazz Program):  
• Total enrolment for 2008/09 was about 150 (up from the preceding year) 
• Enrolment for September 09 is down a bit, as a result of theory failures; Capilano hopes to have 

70 first-year students, 30 second-year students, and 20 students in each of Years 3 and 4. 
Douglas College:  
• About 30 students will be going into second year; there will be about 36 in first year; and 18 (out 

of 36) are confirmed for the Basic Musicianship program. 
Vancouver Community College:  
• The degree program has accepted 80 applicants for 2009/10; this total will probably rise to 90.  

Enrolment for Years II, III and IV will be 31, 9, and 11 respectively.  Attrition has been a bit 
higher than usual. 

The University of British Columbia:    
• The School of Music had 292 undergraduates in 2008/09; they have had to decrease enrolment 

for September 09.  More than 300 applications have been received; they have accepted 65 for first 
year but expect about 50.  

• There are now 2 rounds of auditions:  an early round is intended for those who wish scholarships. 
Selkirk College:  45 students in second year; 15 in years 3 and 4 (at Berklee)    
Capilano College (UT Program):   
• First-year enrolment in September 08 was 52; the second-year class was very small. 
• Applications for September 09 are about the same as last year. 
Vancouver Island University:    
• The unofficial enrolment figures are 140-145 (jazz and classical programs combined).  14 

students graduated from Year 4. 
• Enrolment in the classical program has decreased since the jazz program became prominent. 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University:   
• Enrolment has been good (at capacity for the last 2 years). 

   
6.2   University transfer statistics to UBC and other institutions in and out of province  

 
University of British Columbia    
• Transfer statistics show the vitality of the transfer programs.  UBC is happy to admit as many 

transfer students as they can, but sometimes admission is conditioned by the needs of the vocal 
and instrumental ensembles. 

• Handout shows number of students from Camosun, Capilano, Douglas, Kwantlen, Malaspina, and 
VCC, that were admitted, rejected, or waitlisted by UBC for Winter 2009. 

Selkirk College: 
• Don MacDonald will contact member institutions by email to establish a presence for Selkirk in 

the Pre-Major Transfer Agreement. 
 

6.3  New courses and/or programs in individual institutions (planned or implemented) 
 
Capilano University (Jazz Program):   
• Because of high attrition, Capilano launched a new course in jazz theory intended for those 

underprepared in this area.  This course is offered in addition to Jazz 101 and 102 (beginning 
theory in jazz). 

• Another new course is Jazz 250 (introduction to live recording). 
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Capilano University (UT Program): 
• Preparatory theory is now offered as tutoring for 2 semesters, run as a non-credit course 

(expensive to run). 
Douglas College:  
• The Ministry has expressed support for Douglas College to develop a three-year diploma and 

one-year certificate in music technology.  The new music technology stream is planned for the 
Fall 2010.  Courses designed for the rejected Bachelor of Applied Music will be considered for 
this new diploma. 

Vancouver Community College:  
• Three new programs have been/will be launched in 2009: 

1. Aboriginal Music Studies Certificate Pilot Program (5 February to 31 March 2009) 
2. Vancouver Community College and Arts Umbrella Dance Diploma (to begin September 

2009).  This will be a collaborative program run on a cost-recovery basis. 
3. Bachelor of Performing Arts (with Capilano, Douglas, and Langara).   

• Bachelor of Performing Arts will follow a 2 + 1 + 1 delivery model:  2 = diploma; 1= fulfilling 
3rd-year requirements at one of the four institutions from a finite list of courses; 1= completing 
degree.  Capilano will deliver year 4 for the first three years.  Applications will open in the fall of 
2009; current students may complete the degree in May 2010-January 2011; a full cohort will 
begin in May 2011.   

Kwantlen Polytechnic University:  
• The Music Department has been encouraged to work towards a September 2010 implementation 

of a music degree, which has not yet been completed.  Kwantlen’s most recent (second) attempt 
at a music degree was focused on studio pedagogy, but was stopped by the administration.  The 
current degree concept will include this, but will be broader in scope. 

• Three new (non-credit) offerings are planned for summer 09:  a guitar workshop, an Alexander 
Technique workshop, and a film camp (with TWU).  These will run in addition to the Music 
Department’s jazz camp (which is now going into its third year). 

Selkirk College: 
• A major in songwriting has been created:  it consists of a songwriting course and a selection of 

existing courses. 
Trinity Western University: 
• Individual pedagogy courses have been offered this year, surveying the literature over two 

semesters and meeting 1 hour per week. 
 
6.4  Changes in existing program or curriculum offerings 

 
Capilano University (Jazz Program):  
• More computer labs are being added to support various courses. 
University of British Columbia: 
• A music degree used to require 6 credits of first-year English; now only 3 credits are required, but 

students must take a 3-credit first-year course designated “Writing in the Discipline.”  They must 
also take two other courses, for a total of 6 credits:  a writing-intensive course within the 
discipline at the second- or third-year level; and a fourth-year course that is research-intensive.  
These courses count concurrently toward fulfilling the English requirement. 

Vancouver Community College:   
• A “renewal” of the UT program will yield some changes which will be reported on at the 2010 

meeting of the Forum.  A consistent numbering system is also being established. 
• Peter Hannan is developing on-line courses (described on the VCC website). 
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Douglas College:  
• The Basic Musicianship program will be restructured to reflect the changing needs of students 

who want either to continue on to the UT program or to pursue the new music technology stream. 
• Significant changes are planned for the UT courses in theory and aural skills next fall.  Second-

year theory will move from 3 hours of classroom time to 4 hours per week, and aural skills (ear 
training and sightsinging) in both first and second year will increase from 2 hours to 3.  There 
will be 2 sections of aural skills, meeting separately for 2 hours and together for 1 hour per week. 

• Changes to the content of first-year music history were implemented this year. 
Vancouver Island University:  
• One new course in rhythm skills was added for Year 3; one more will be added for Year 4. 
• A music pedagogy course has just been approved by the Curriculum Committee; it will serve 

students going into the Education program at VIU.  
• Requirements for elective performance courses have now been made more specific. 

 
6.5  Changes in program designation resulting from the naming of new universities 

 
Capilano University:  
• The Bachelor of Music Transfer Program has changed it name to the Diploma in Music Program 

as of January 2009. 
 
6.6  Changes in program fees for music courses and individual lessons 

 
Capilano University (Jazz Program): 
• There has been an increase in per-credit fee from $106 to $109.  
Vancouver Island University: 
• Tuition increased $2 per credit this past year.   
• Private lesson instructors are now paid $58 instead of $60 per hour, but are compensated for 

travel expenses.  Private lessons are taught on a contract basis, with students paying $600 for 10 
lessons. 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University: 
• Starting September 2009, tuition will be $118.40 per credit. 

  
6.7  Changes in funding of individual programs 

 
University of British Columbia: 
• Funding is stable for next year, but the expectation is that there will be small cuts for the 

following two years. 
Douglas College: 
• Funding has been cut a bit. 

 
6.8  Administrative and/or structural changes in individual institutions  

 
Vancouver Community College: 
• David Branter became Department Head on 1 August 2008. 
• VCC is still searching for a President. 
Capilano University: 
• There have been massive administrative changes since Capilano was designated a university.  A 

new Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts has been created; this includes Music. 
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Douglas College:  
• A new president, Dr. Scott McAlpine, was selected this month.  There are currently searches for 

other key positions in the administrative structure. 
Vancouver Island University: 
• Now has a Senate instead of an Ed Council. 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University: 
• Zdenek Skoumal has completed his second term as Chair of the Music Department; a new Chair 

will be elected later this month. 
 
6.9  Transfer potential in newly-created universities becoming receiving institutions 

 
Vancouver Island University: 
• A block transfer agreement has been created with Camosun College.    

 
 

9.   Online Resources for Teaching Music (continued as an open round-table discussion) 
  
John Glofcheskie welcomed the invited resource persons:  Kirsten Walsh (Head, Music Library, 
University of British Columbia), and Allison Richardson (Public Services and Electronic Resources 
Librarian, Kwantlen Polytechnic University).   Kirsten Walsh described UBC’s online library 
resources (including reference tools and 5 streaming audio resources) as well as web resources 
available through the Library homepage.  (Some of these resources, such as the online New Grove, 
can only be accessed from the UBC campus or by UBC students.)  Music web resources consist of a 
mix of free and licensed locations; a lot of links are free.  She mentioned several websites (some of 
which students can access for free) that put scores on the net:  IMSLP (which puts up public domain 
scores; http://www.imslp.org ); the Harvard Library, which has put up some scores; Musipedia 
(similar to Wikipedia); and Classical Scores Library.  Allison Richardson distributed a handout listing 
music websites recommended by Kwantlen librarians.  She pointed out that the list concentrates more 
on the music industry and the music business. 
  
A discussion ensued, necessarily curtailed because of time constraints.  The main topics of discussion 
were as follows: 
• Websites for teaching aural skills:  Joy Ollen recommended  http://www.musictheory.net and 

http://www.good-ear.com.  Joy Ollen, David Branter, and Patrick Carpenter discussed the pros 
and cons of http://www.earmaster.ca , which, however, is not a free site. 

• MIDI files:   Don MacDonald recommended http://www.standardmidifiles.com.   Kirsten Walsh 
recommended a search of the Indian University website, because IU has digitized much of its 
collection. 

• Plagiarism:  a website for detecting plagiarism was recommended:  http://www.turnitin.com .  
Kirsten Walsh offered to send Forum members a list of the best free websites for streaming audio 
and sheet music. 

   
10.  Thanks to Kwantlen Music Department 

   
John Glofcheskie extended thanks to Zdenek Skoumal, Chair of the Department, for making the local 
arrangements for the meeting, and to Elizabeth Lamberton for recording the Minutes. 

 
11.  Adjournment 

  
The meeting adjourned at 3.20 p.m. with six institutional representatives still present. 
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